
lndicators 8.G.16, 17 CCSS 8.F.3

The equation y : mx + b is the slope-intercept form for
the equation of a line. The slope of the line is m, and the
y-intercept is b-in other words, the point (0, b)

lf you know the slope and y-intercept of a line, you can write its
equation in slope-intercept form.

The slope tor ffi) of this line

is f, and its y-intercept is 2.

Using the slope-intercept form
y : mx + b, write the line's

equation: v: lx + z.

lf you know a line's equation in slope-intercept form, you can

use the slope and y-intercept to draw its graph.

GraPh. Y: -2x + 3

This line has slope -2 and
y-intercept 3. Draw a dot at
the point (0, 3). Then draw a
line that goes down 2 units

for every 1 unit it moves from
left to right.
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:'*2x + 3
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Theliney : mx has slope
rn and y-intereept (0, 0).
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For example,I = $*'has
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If the equation of,aline is
nof in slope-intercept form"
yeu can.$olve.for y.to, put il
tntoslop,: rceF,tlorm.

lJere's an exarnple:

'"f+Yr=E
Solve for y.

,''Y*-ff+8
i ,,,,Slope:*l
' ltintercept:{0,8) '

Hefe's another:,exarnple:

",*B"t*lJ+l 
'

Solve fory; , ,

,*2y o -3a --'l :

31!:7x + V

y.intereept: f0, #-5 -4 -3 -2 -1
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Read each problem. Circle the letter of the best answer.

1 Wnich equation describes the line graphed

below?

v:**-
y:1-rx +

c Y:2x-1

D l:2x+1

Michael is hiking 10 miles to a waterfall.

He is averaging 3 miles per hour. The

relationship between.x, time in hours, and

y, distance in miles from the waterfall,
is described by a line with slope -3 and

y-intercept 10. Which equation describes

this line?

A Y:3x-10
B Y:-3x+10
c Y:lox-3
D Y:-lox+3

3 Which of these is the graph of the
equationY:2x-4?

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1
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Read each problem. Write your answers.

4 Alicia has a job at a shoe store. The equation

shows the relationship between x, the number

of hours Alicia has worked , and y, the number

of dollars she has earned.

l: Bx

Part A

Graph the line on the coordinate plane.

Part B

Explain how you used the slope and y-intercept to help you graph

the line.

A particular line had a slope of 0.25 and a y-intercept of -1.5.

Part A

What is the equation of the line in slope-intercept form?

Answer:

Part B

Explain how you found the equation of the line.
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the problem. Write your answer for each part.

6 The equation of a line is given below.

3x + 4Y: 12

Part A

Write the equation in slope-intercept form.

Show your work.

Slope-intercept form:

Part B

What are the slope and y-intercept of the line?

Slope: Y-intercePt:

Part C

Graph the line on this coordinate plane.
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